
R E S O N A T E



Style is a statement, the expression of a design vision.  Now, give full expression to your 

vision with Speak, a collection of exceptional modular carpet options from Masland Contract. 

Fashion-forward design with outstanding quality for any projects that Speak to you. 

How do you Speak? It’s easy:

• Choose your signature style from the Speak collection

• Your style selection is expressed in three equal quantities of modular carpet:

 

 TIlE 1 - Resonate with a moderate accentuation of color

 TIlE 2 - Resonate with a strong accentuation of color

 TIlE 3 - Resonate with a slight accentuation of color

With three equal amounts of Resonate modular tiles, you are free to create movement 

in the visual field, using different combinations to articulate your design vision.





Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication 

                             - Leonardo da Vinci
“

“

R E S O N A T E

Modern composition is expressed in graphic form 
with the clean lines found in Resonate from Masland 
Contract. Create visual order with its strong design, 
accented with striking color. 
 

TIlE 1 TIlE 2 TIlE 3



S P E A K I N G  O F  C O L O R

50200 FORGE GREY 50201 SAFARI 50202 NEW ADOBE

50203 NUANCE 50204 PAR FOUR 50205 WESTCOTT

50206 ALFRESCO 50207 TORRENT 50208 AZORES 



monolithic



1/4 turn



brick ashlar



random



CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS

Product Resonate
Style Number T502
Fiber Content EarthSmart Refresh Fiber™
Fiber Recycled Content 30%*
Construction pattern loop
Carpet Tile Size 24”W x 24”l (60.96 cm x 60.96 cm)
Dye Method Solution dyed
Total Thickness .250” (6.35 mm)
Secondary Backing Vinyl (contains recycled content*)
GLP Certification glp1922

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

 

Warranty lifetime Commercial limited Warranty
Flammability Rating Flooring Radiant panel ASTM E-648 and/or NFpA 253
 greater than 0.45 watts/CM² Class 1 (Eu) bFl S 1
 Surface Flammability of Carpets and Rugs (16 CFR 

Chapter II Subchapter d, part 1630 CpSC FF 1-70) also 
referenced as ASTM d-2859 

Smoke Density passes NbS Smoke Chamber Test ASTM E-662 (flaming 
mode)

Colorfastness to Light 4.0 or better
Static Rating less than 3.5 kV. Antistat warranted for the life of the 

carpet

*For detailed percentage of recycled content, contact your Masland Contract representative.

Specifications may vary slightly over the life of a product.  For current specifications, please visit www.maslandcontract.com.

Resonate is 3rd party certified gOld by the NSF 140-2007 Sustainable Carpet Standard.

The positioning of pattern elements within a tile is random. Within a product, each tile will exhibit a unique placement of the pattern 
elements comprising that product.

Slight variations between sample swatches and production goods are to be expected and are considered normal. likewise, such 
variations will occur between production goods of different dye lots.  Masland laboratory matches are obtained under cool white 
fluorescent lighting. Chair pads are recommended to enhance the aesthetic value and longevity of the product.

Help us Recycle
Masland Contract’s goal is to eliminate all product waste going into landfills. Help us by removing samples from folders and 
recycling folders through your standard paper recycling process. Forward samples to Masland by using prepaid address labels 
available through your Masland Contract representative.

All Masland designs are protected under the u.S. Copyright Act of 1976. Any unauthorized duplication or approximation of a 
Masland design constitutes copyright infringement in violation of Federal law.
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